The influence of static magnetic fields on mechanosensitive ion channel activity in artificial liposomes.
The influence of static magnetic fields (SMFs) on the activity of recombinant mechanosensitive ion channels (the bacterial mechanosensitive ion channel of large conductance-MscL) following reconstitution into artificial liposomes has been investigated. Preliminary findings suggest that exposure to 80-mT SMFs does not induce spontaneous MscL activation in the absence of mechanical stimulation. However, SMFs do appear to influence the open probability and single channel kinetics of MscL exposed to negative pipette pressure. Typical responses include an overall reduction in channel activity or an increased likelihood of channels becoming "trapped open" in sub-conducting states following exposure to SMFs. There is a delay in the onset of this effect and it is maintained throughout exposure. Generally, channel activity showed slow or limited recovery following removal of the magnetic field and responses to the magnetic were often reduced or abolished upon subsequent exposures. Pre-exposure of the liposomes to SMFs resulted in reduced sensitivity of MscL to negative pipette pressure, with higher pressures required to activate the channels. Although the mechanisms of this effect are not clear, our initial observations appear to support previous work showing that the effects of SMFs on ion channels may be mediated by changes in membrane properties due to anisotropic diamagnetism of lipid molecules.